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The course literature has been: 

 Ralph Hanna: Editing Medieval Texts, Liverpool University Press (2015) ISBN: 

9781781382721 

 Kathryn Kerby-Fulton et.al.: Opening Up Middle English Manuscripts: Literary and Visual 

Approaches, 1st Edition. Cornell University Press (2013) 

 Various handouts 

 

The exam assignment does not presuppose the student’s familiarity with Middle English from a 

linguistic point of view, nor Latin. The course description specifies a target length of 4,000 words in 

total for the assignment; the students have been formally notified that some departure from this target 

will be tolerated. (It is the first year that I try this type of exam assignment.)     

 

The course description gives these learning outcomes: 

 

1. have in-depth knowledge of key manuscripts of the works of major medieval authors;  

2. understand how manuscripts were produced in medieval England;  

3. understand how texts were disseminated in medieval England;  

4. be familiar with the tools and terminology of descriptive bibliography;  

5. be proficient in the principles of textual editing;  

6. be able to read medieval English handwriting and master the terminology for describing and 

classifying letter-shapes.  

The exam assignment tests four of these outcomes (2, 4, 5, 6).  

Task A is an editing task, answering to learning outcomes 2 and 5 with a particular focus on outcome 5. 

A ‘good’ answer will present a professionally-looking edition followed by reflections on how the 

student arrived at that text. There may be overlap between the apparatus to the edited text and the 

reflections, in which case the latter should substantially elaborate on the former, since a ‘professional’ 

edition will chose the most concise apparatus possible. The ‘good’ answer will adhere to conventions: it 

will contain an introduction which identifies the type of edition (most will have chosen ‘critical’), a 

listing of the available witnesses, and some thoughts on the relationships between them. (The textual 

variation in the first line bespeaks two stemmatic groups.) Next will follow the critical/edited text with 

appropriate apparatus. Two key points for the textual variants are that the answer discriminates between 

substantives and accidentals, even if no prior knowledge of Middle English is presumed; and that the 



answer justifies all choices made regarding substantive variants, including departures from the copy-

text (witness 1), and attempts to explain how a variant has arisen. Metrical reasons could apply. 

Variants include:  

1 the het do ] þe Witness1. Unique reading which upsets the rhyme scheme but Witness1 

presents the poem as prose. 

2 the ] ye Witness2. Witness 2 consistently uses ‘th’ in THOU/THEE. ‘ye’ breaks this pattern, 

suggesting the scribe copied from an exemplar which had a y-looking ‘þ’. 

3 often/after, etc. 

Tasks B and C test outcomes 4 and 6. For both tasks, the students should be able to identify the script 

used and comment on its formality grade. For Task B, the script is a fairly formal Anglicana and the 

grade is Media or Formata. The most telling letter-shapes are the two-compartment a, the diamond-

shaped g, and the ll3-shaped w. There is a slight difference in formality between the English verse and 

the Latin, the latter being more crammed and more heavily abbreviated. There does not appear to be 

differences in the letter-shapes used for English and Latin, so the script is the same for both languages. 

Other features: the page is ruled to support two columns, and the scribe has followed the ruling, which 

is for lines rather it being just a frame. Other signs of pre-planning is the indentation of four lines in the 

left-hand column to receive the capital v opening the Latin text. Other notable features are diminuendo 

after the two blue capitals (i.e the second letter-shape is also a capital but it is small than the first letter-

shape), the off-set littera notabiliores used for English verse which are picked out in red ink, and the 

functions associated with rubrication (Item, capitulum). The capital v opening the Latin text has a 

penwork border and rhyming brackets are used. It seems possible that two red inks have been used, the 

penwork and the bracketing being in a lighter shade of red. The inks overlap in places, suggesting the 

blue ink was added last in the copying order. 

For Task C, the script type is Textualis. This is indicated by the lack of cursive features and the 

presence of other features, such as frequent biting (not restricted to de) and the long s not having an 

ascender and sometimes having a crossbar. The grade is semiquadrata, except for the running head/title 

which is of a higher grade still. Grade is indicated by the shape of the serifs. The page is planned as 

shown by the ruling, the indentation to receive the six-line capital, and the leaving of a space to receive 

the word ‘Pauper’ in rubric in the second column. The scribe has followed the ruling, which is ruling 

for lines. The inks used are black for text, gold for picking out littera notabiliores, red and blue for 

penwork connected to the capital which has a 3/4 border, and a different shade of red for underlining 

(of text in Latin, references to scripture, and the running head/title [‘Of holy pouerte’]).  

  


